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MAG Full Suspension Technical Report 

Having already written itself into the history books, the MAG platform has been 
revamped, and is faster and fitter than ever. With the lightest frame in the SL version, 
comes equipped with a FOX Factory shock with a 3x Volume and Dual Piston with a 
dedicated hydraulic scheme.  

Improved roll-over is the most noticeable attribute when it comes to a full suspension 
XC machine. The greatness of rolling over nasty roots and rocky sections, essentially 
making it easier to ride these conditions. Improved traction is also a key factor with the 
increased Head Angle, now at 68º with a 44mm fork rack. 

The MAG´s an aggressive race machine, available now with 100 or 120mm front travel 
that's everything you need for the wildest XC and Marathon circuits. 

 
KEY FEATURES 

• MAG SL Frame with LUNAR HM Carbon 
• FOX Dual Piston and Extra air Volume shock 
• Endless Energy ChainStay technology 
• Monocross Dual Linkage Suspension System 
• Racing Geometry 
• Bottom Bracket PF92 with 41mm 
• 120 N/mm Stiffness Grade  

 
LUNAR EVO LAP 

With the proper selection of materials, eighty percent of the work to create a 
frame is done. But the remaining twenty percent requires most of our efforts. For 
this reason, our choice of the most advanced carbon fibers in the market is 
followed by intensive use of specific tools, like FEA (finite element analysis) 
software, to map out the carbon lay-up. 



With FEA software, we can simulate different forces on a virtual model of the frame and 
adjust the frame construction accordingly. FEA software enables us to create complete 
virtual prototypes incorporating all the physical phenomena that exist in real-world 
environments. 

With our Evo-Lap technology we model the frame to optimize the surfacearea, simulate 
tube structures with different ply orientations, observethe results of using diff erent 
configurations, and test the stress distribution in different areas of the frame. Thanks to 
this extensive computer modeling, we’ve optimized the carbon layers in all the parts of 
our frame. When the parts were bonded together in the first prototypes, the result was a 
super light and compact frame without a sacrifice in the stiffness, comfort or impact 
resistance. The entire range benefitted from our EvoLap technology. 

BOOST  

Boost is a hub and drivetrain standard developed by SRAM. Boost is built around a 
wider rear and front hub and enables stiffer wheels due to a wider spoke bracing angle. 
Boost 148 rear hubs move each flange of the rear hub three millimeters wider. 
Boost is designed as a complete system so drivetrain performance isn’t compromised. 
Even though Boost pushes the cogs three millimeters outboard, the crankarm Q-Factor 
remains the same as the Boost system’s crankset utilizes front chainrings that sit a 
corresponding 3mm outward to ensure the required chainline. Boost cranks can only be 
used when paired with a 148mm hub. On the front the hub spacing is increased by 
10mm to 110mm. Increased wheel stiffness and greater clearance for bigger tires are 
the main advantages of Boost technology. On our bikes, we wanted to go beyond the 
basics and reap all the benefits of this innovation by optimizing frame design and 
geometry.The 3 mm outboard chain ring adds clearance in the chain stay area that 
allows a substantial increase of the chain stay tube cross-section. Correspondingly, the 
stiffness in this part of the frame improves. Also, with a wider range of positions for the 
rear wheel, the frame geometry can be adjusted. We can shorten the chainstays for 
more agile handling.



SW DROPOUTS  
 
On the previous model the support of the dropout was a bulky additional part in alloy, 
molded to the carbon chain stay. The new dropouts are designed to be integrated on the 
thru-axle system thanks to a hollow tubular design that allows a simple and light weight 
structure. Available for SRAM and Shimano DM derailleurs, this dropout increases the 
stiffness and avoids damage to the frame in case of impacts on the rear derailleur. 

REAR SHOCK  
 
Since the shock body now extends between the two mounting bolts, our suspension 
partners have more design space. This means the shock has more stroke for the same 
eye to eye length. Stroke on the eye to eye shock has increased from 165mm to 
190mm. The new ChainStay enables us to build a very compact frame and shock 
package. We managed to have a very tiny yet stiff linkage-lighter than ever. We are still 
able to realize a super compact full suspension frame and provide the ability to mount 2 
water bottles. 

The Dual Piston valve design improves both rebound and compression flow, allowing for 
active and supple Open and Medium modes without compromising Firm mode stiffness. 
FLOAT shocks with our Dual Piston System (DPS) feature three on-the-fly settings—
Open, Medium, and Firm—to allow riders to adapt to a wide variety of terrain. The valve 
design provides full lockout without compromising bump compliance, ride control, and 
efficiency. Factory Series shocks feature an additional 3 clicks of low-speed 
compression adjustability in the Open mode. 


